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 It enables the combination of industrial manufacturing technology and high-end design work in jewelry production. GOLD
stands for the first programmable, programmable, CAD/CAM software platform for jewelry design. History The RhinoGOLD

4.0 family was founded in 2001 by Swiss based Rhinoceros GMBH, a spin-off of the company that became Robert Bosch
GmbH in 1997. The first RhinoGOLD version had been released in 2000 and was named "RhinoGOLD Magic". The first
family member was introduced to a broader audience with the new software name "RhinoGOLD 4.0". In 2003, the first

software modules were released. The "RhinoGOLD Advanced" software family introduced the family to jewelers and designers
in 2007. The underlying technology changed to the next generation (MRI) in 2010. In 2009, Rhinoceros GMBH was sold to

Robert Bosch GmbH. In the meantime, the family continued to develop. RhinoGOLD 4.0 was now an integrated software-and-
hardware product in the Bosch Building System. In 2011, RhinoGOLD 5.0 was introduced. The model was a software product

again. It featured an improved user interface. In 2012, RhinoGOLD 6.0 was introduced. In 2013, RhinoGOLD 7.0 was
introduced. Now the entire Rhinoceros software platform as a software-and-hardware product was the product of the Bosch
Building System. The RhinoGOLD Technology Rhinoceros GMBH has always focused on software and hardware. Since the

software platform is sold as a combination of software and hardware to customers, the development work is also made together
with customers. Rhinoceros has been developing a G-Code system that is part of the software family since 2009. It serves as the

middleware between the G-Code control and the external programmable machines. The software system is a comprehensive
solution that integrates all the necessary interfaces, making it possible to optimize the entire design workflow. In RhinoGOLD,

the G-Code control is decoupled from the CAD/CAM control and the manufacturing control. This modular system makes it
possible to optimize the workflow and to develop specialized applications for different purposes and groups of users.

Components and modules A comprehensive model of the complete software package of the Rhinoceros family of software tools
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